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ABSTRACT
We study the determinants of 19th century mass migration with special attention to the role
of institutional factors beside standard economic fundamentals. We find that economic forces
associated with income and demographic diﬀerentials had a major role in the determination
of this historical event, but that the quality of institutions also mattered. We evaluate
separately the impact of political institutions linked to democracy and suﬀrage and of those
institutions more specifically targeted at attracting migrants, i.e., citizenship acquisition,
land distribution, and public education policies. We find that both sets of institutions
contributed to this event, even after controlling for their potential endogeneity through a set
of instruments exploiting colonial history and the quality of institutions inherited from the
past.
JEL Classification Numbers: F22, P16, N33, O15, K40, F54.
Key Words: 19th century international migration, institutions, migration policy, democracy,
colonial history.
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Introduction

A central question in the current economic debate is the importance of institutional factors in
determining economic phenomena. In this paper we focus our attention on the determinants
of the mass migration waves that took place between the Old and the New World in the
period that runs from the middle of the 19th century until World War I. This specific
application of the debate on institutions is particularly interesting for several reasons.
First of all, recent research has identified migration as a crucial channel of transmission
between institutions and economic outcomes. Acemoglu et al. (2001) link colonial migration
to the shaping of institutions themselves, and in turn to subsequent economic development.
Engerman and Sokoloﬀ (2002) argue that the evolution of factor endowments and the extent
of inequality in New World economies crucially aﬀected the evolution of strategic institutions
including migration policy.
Second, for the specific historical episode of 19th century mass migration, while recent
research - summarized in Hatton and Williamson (2005a) - has uncovered a number of economic determinants, such as income and demographic diﬀerentials, the impact of institutions
has not yet been fully investigated. Institutional diﬀerentials, such as political and religious
factors, have certainly played a decisive role for other migration experiences such as the
Jewish Diaspora, or the case of the English Pilgrims. It is therefore crucial to establish if
similar considerations may have contributed to the determination of migration decisions also
in the case under examination.
Economists and economic historians have already investigated the economic forces that
contributed to 19th century emigration from Europe. These studies typically analyze aggregate emigration from a particular source country. Income diﬀerentials, usually captured by
a measure of the wage gap, had a paramount impact, with richer countries attracting larger
inflows. The demographic structure of the population also mattered, because of the higher
propensity to migrate of young adults. The degree of industrialization and the consequent reallocation of the labor force away from agriculture had oﬀsetting eﬀects on emigration, since
a fall in the agricultural share tended to make labor more mobile, but also to reduce the
wage incentive to leave. Network eﬀects established through the stock of previous migrants
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facilitated emigration.
In this paper we study the determinants of mass migration in the 1870-1910 period with
special attention to the role of institutions. We first assess the relevance of the standard
economic determinants highlighted in the literature on emigration, in particular income
diﬀerentials, the level of development, the demographic structure of the population, and
network eﬀects. Next, we evaluate the impact of institutional factors. To capture the multidimensional nature of institutions, we construct a general index of broad institutional quality
based on the level of democracy, the extension of suﬀrage, the kind of citizenship laws, land
distribution policy, public education policy, and an indicator of attitudes toward migration.
We also separately investigate the impact of a set of political institutions measuring how
a country fares in terms of political rights, not only for migrants but also for its natives,
and of a set of migration institutions, i.e., a package of those policies, concerning citizenship
acquisition, land distribution and public education, that can make a country attractive to
migrants.
The results of our empirical investigation confirm that economic factors played a significant role in determining 19th century mass migration. However, we also find evidence of
an influence of institutional factors, with the general index of institutional quality exerting
a positive impact on migration. Moreover, we find that both political and migration institutions positively contribute to the eﬀectiveness of our general index, and thus to the level
of attractiveness of a country toward migrants. Our results hold after accounting for the
potential endogeneity of the institutional variables, through a set of instruments exploiting
colonial history and the quality of institutions inherited from the past.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the related literature. Section 3 presents the basic stylized facts of 19th century mass migration. Section 4
introduces a simple model of international migration. Our data set is described in Section
5. Section 6 illustrates our empirical strategy. Sections 7 presents our results. Section 8
concludes and indicates directions for future research. The Data Appendix collects detailed
information about the data employed and illustrates how we compiled our citizenship laws
data set.
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2

Related literature

This paper represents a contribution to the literature on the economic impact of institutions.
Moreover, it adds to research on international migration in a long-term perspective and on
the political economy of migration. It is therefore related to several separate branches of the
literature.
The first line of research stems from the initial work of North (1981), who established
that the social, economic, legal, and political organization of a society is a primary determinant of economic performance. Among recent contributions, the most relevant to our
approach are the following. Acemoglu et al. (2001) have estimated the eﬀect of institutions
on economic performance by exploiting diﬀerences in the mortality rates of European colonizers. Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) progress along this research line by comparing the
relative strength of diﬀerent set of institutions, property rights vs. contracting institutions,
for economic outcomes. Persson and Tabellini (2006) decompose the impact of diﬀerent
forms of democracy, i.e., electoral rules and forms of government. Engerman and Sokoloﬀ
(2002, 2003) perform a broad comparative analysis of the evolution of institutions in connection with growth in the Americas. Finally, La Porta et al. (1998) start a research line
that has uncover the impact of legal origin on a variety of economic issues. Our innovation
with respect to this line of research is to select migration as the specific economic outcome
for which we test the potential impact of an appropriately selected set of institutions, i.e.,
political and migration institutions.
The historical experience of 19th century mass migration has been the focus of a number
of empirical studies, which have addressed both its causes and its consequences. O’Rourke
(1991), Faini and Venturini (1994), Hatton (1995), Taylor and Williamson (1997), Hatton
and Williamson (1998, 2005b), and Chiswick and Hatton (2003) examine diﬀerent aspects of
world migration over the past four centuries. More specifically, Goldin (1994), Timmer and
Williamson (1998) and Hatton and Williamson (2006a,b) focus on the immigration policies
enacted in the 19th century. Recent developments in the debate on immigration are surveyed
by Borjas (1994). While most of the available research has analyzed bilateral flows from one
source country to one destination, or aggregate migration from a single source country or to
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a single destination, we broaden our perspective to international migration flows. Moreover,
we stress their institutional determinants, beside its economic ones.
Finally, we also contribute to the literature that has modeled the political economy of
migration policy, following Benhabib (1996), Razin et al. (2002), and Gradstein and Schiﬀ
(2006), since the empirical evidence we present corroborates the relevance of migration policy
for the decision to migrate. Pritchett (2006) and DeVoretz (2006) discuss the politics of
today’s labor mobility and migration policies. Recent work on attitudes toward immigrants,
by Mayda (2005) and O’Rourke and Sinnott (2005), can also be related to our approach.

3

The stylized facts of 19th century mass migration

The period that runs from 1860 until World War I is usually referred to as the age of mass
migration. Table 1 presents gross migration rates in the 1870-1910 period for the 14 countries
on which our empirical investigation is based. The source is Taylor and Williamson (1997).
The table divides countries into two groups: Old World and New World. The Old World
consists of Western European countries, which for the period all display negative rates.
Most of the European emigrants were young, poor, and unskilled. While Ireland and Britain
were the main sources of emigration initially, Germany, Scandinavia and then Southern and
Eastern Europe joined in during the subsequent decades. The New World is represented
in the table by Australia, Canada and the United States, which were on the receiving side.
Out of a much scarcer local population, these countries thus exhibit highly positive rates of
immigration. The main destination was North America, followed by South America (which
is not included in our sample) and Australasia.
To assess the relative importance of the phenomenon on a wider time span, Table 2
presents a long-term perspective of migration patterns for the 1870-1998 period for a sample
of countries similar to ours. The table confirms the magnitude of the early, mass migration
waves, with high net flows of migrants for the 1870-1913 period. Migratory movements slow
down drastically in the interwar period, to resume in the 1950s, even if it is only after 1974
that they reach a size comparable to the early one, and that yet only in absolute terms. The
source of Table 2 is Maddison (2001). While data refer here to net migration, rather than
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gross, this distinction is unimportant for most of the 19th century due to the high cost of
returning, even if return migration did become more significant over time.
Going further back, Chiswick and Hatton (2003) and Hatton and Williamson (2005a),
among others, have described and quantified the deep diﬀerences among the 1860-1913 mass
migration and the previous historical waves, i.e., the contracted and coercive migration of
the 1600-1790 period, and the pioneer migration of the 1790-1850 period. It is only in the
middle of the 19th century that migration flows reached the massive size that was then
sustained for over fifty years, until the outbreak of World War I. Among the factors that
made this surge possible, there are on the one hand the improvement of the technology of
transport and communication, and on the other the European famine and revolution.
Economic determinants certainly had a paramount role in 19th century migration, with
richer countries attracting larger inflows, and poor countries with a younger population and
a larger share in agriculture experiencing heavier emigration, further reinforced by network
eﬀects. Indeed the economic and demographic fundamentals of the countries on the sending
and the receiving sides were large, and such to justify the massive relocation of workers that
we have witnessed.
However, the countries involved also diﬀered in terms of their institutions. Starting with
political institutions, in the period under consideration we observe considerable variation
both across countries and over time. Receiving countries tended to be far more advanced
than Europe, even though North and South America took from the beginning very diﬀerent
routes of development, as reported by Engerman and Sokoloﬀ (2002). At the same time, even
within the Old World, during the decades under consideration we observe a positive evolution
toward gradual democratization. In particular, between the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th the voting franchise was progressively expanded in Europe, under the
pressure of social unrest and the need of modernization. Acemoglu and Robinson (2000)
and Lizzeri and Persico (2004), among others, report the stylized facts of this evolution and
oﬀer for it a rationale.
Turning to those institutions explicitly targeted to influence migration, it should first of
all be noticed that, despite the fact that the period under investigation is usually depicted
as an era of unrestricted migration, countries did develop policies toward potential migrants,
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and that these policies were diﬀerentiated. Engerman and Sokoloﬀ (2002) provide a historical comparison of the policies enacted in various American countries, which included a
variety of provisions regarding access to land and public education, all meant to attract those
contemplating relocation. Citizenship policy was also instrumental in enabling migrants to
enjoy the benefits of the access to the voting franchise and facilitating integration. Goldin
(1994) analyses the evolution of immigration policy in the United States around the turn
of the 19th century, with a focus on the debate that eventually led to the restrictive 1917
Literacy Act. Timmer and Williamson (1998) construct an index of immigration policy for
five destination countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, US, and Canada) in the 1860-1930
period, and study their determinants. Their index is designed to reflect political sentiment
and attitudes toward immigration rather than eﬀectiveness of regulation. While attitudes
changed significantly for the worse in the period under consideration, as a reaction to the
fact that migrants tended to be less skilled, the actual regulation did not change much until
World War I, as confirmed by Hatton and Williamson (2006b).

4

A simple theoretical framework

In this section we present a simple model to guide our understanding of the potential determinants of international migration. To capture the fact that migration decisions are made
over a long horizon, and taking into account also the welfare of the oﬀspring, we consider a
dynamic model with bequests where each individual lives for a single period and gives birth
to a single child, to whom he leaves a bequest. Each individual has a choice between remaining in his home (or source) country and migrating into a foreign (or destination) country.
All individuals are identical and individual preferences are given by
ut = (1 − ∂) log ct + ∂ log bt+1

(1)

where ct is the individual level of consumption, bt+1 is the bequest for his child, and ∂ is a
preference parameter, such that 0 < ∂ < 1. A standard ‘joy of giving’ bequest motive and
a logarithmic functional form are assumed in order to obtain a closed-form solution. Each
individual maximizes his utility subject to the following budget constraint:
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ct + bt+1 ≤ It

(2)

The solution to the individual optimization problem is given by the following consumption
and bequest functions:
ct = (1 − ∂)It

(4)

bt+1 = ∂It

(5)

Substituting the optimal solution into (1), we can derive the indirect utility function as

vt = log It + ξ

(6)

where ξ = (1 − ∂) log(1 − ∂) + ∂ log ∂. It follows that the level of utility an individual can
achieve depends on his income level. We can now analyze how the latter is determined.
We assume that individuals are simply endowed with a unit of labor which they supply
inelastically to receive a wage income, which depends on location. The migration choice
aﬀects individual income as follows. ItH = wtH is the income level if the individual remains in
the home country, where wtH is the level of the home wage, while ItF = wtF −c+π is the income
level if the individual migrates to the foreign country, where wtF is the level of the foreign

wage, c is the cost of migration and π is the institutional quality of the foreign country. We
assume that the level of institutional quality generates direct or indirect material gains, and
can therefore be included among the determinants of the income level, and that the level
of institutional quality in the home country is normalized at 0. Note that the income level
constrains not only the individual’s consumption, but also the bequest he can transfer to his
oﬀspring. It follows that an individual decides to migrate if and only if ItF > ItH , i.e., if and
only if wtF − c + π > wtH . The gain from migration is positive when the sum of the wage gap,

wtF − wtH , and the gain from attractive institutions is larger that the cost of migration. In
other words, the decision to migrate, dt , can be formalized as
dt = wtF − wtH − c + π > 0

(7)

Aggregating over individuals, the migration rate will be higher for countries with higher
wages relative to the rest of the world and for countries with more attractive institutions.
8

Other factors previously discussed in the literature can be embedded into the model as
follows. The agricultural share of labor has been associated with larger emigration, even
though in an early stage a large share may prevent emigration by acting as a poverty constraint, while higher manufacturing wages may reverse the eﬀect in later stages. These
considerations could be accounted for by assuming that the wage gap in favor of the foreign
country is increasing in the agricultural share of the home country. The available literature
has also highlighted that the demographic structure of the population matters for migration,
since the decision to emigrate is more likely to be taken by young individuals, so that countries with a higher share of young population tend to be associated with larger emigration.
Since in our framework the wage rate really captures life-long earning potentials, these considerations could be easily embedded into a multi-period variant of the model through the
wage diﬀerential. Another potential determinant of migration is the presence of a stock of
previous migrants. This network eﬀect can be captured by a reduction of the direct cost c.
The quality of institutions π is determined by two separate sets of factors, political and
migration institutions, which aﬀect the migration decisions through the following channels.
The quality of a country’s political institutions can be an element of attraction, because
of the pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs and benefits associated with democracy. A more
democratic environment can improve the quality of the migrants’ life per se, because it
may be associated with a higher degree of equality, and because it may imply, through the
franchise, control over the welfare state and the associated system of taxes and transfers.
Turning to the institutions aﬀecting migration more directly, more liberal land and education
policies would facilitate relocation and integration. While it is true that public education
policies are more likely to aﬀect second generation migrants, in a context where generations
are linked through a bequest motive, like ours, the implied material gain is going to aﬀect
the decision made by the first generation. Moreover, an easier ascension to citizenship, with
the implied full membership in a state, should also increase migration into a country. This
applies also to provisions, such a jus soli legislation granting automatic citizenship to second
generation migrants, which an individual values because of their impact on his oﬀspring.
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5

Data

We use a data set which is based on the sample of 14 countries selected by Taylor and
Williamson (1997) for their econometric analysis of international convergence in the 18701910 period. The countries are: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Australia, Canada, and the United
States. For these countries we assemble a panel with four observations for each country,
one for each decade under consideration. In particular, we employ the data collected by
Taylor and Williamson (1997) for decade averages of gross migration rates. Moreover, we
collect from various sources (details are provided in the Data Appendix) data on the wage
gap with respect to the other countries in the sample, the agricultural labor share, and the
young adult share of the population. The latter variable is meant to proxy for the demographic structure of the population, while we proxy for network eﬀects using the lagged value
of the dependent variable. The resulting data set allows to replicate, with an appropriate
adaptation, the analysis conducted by Hatton and Williamson (1998, 2005b) on emigration
from 12 European countries in the 1860-1913 period.1
We complete our data set with variables that describe the institutional environment. We
start from political institutions, which we capture using two indicators. The first indicator is
a standard measure of the degree of democracy represented by the Polity variable from the
Polity IV data set. This variable includes information on the institutionalized procedures
regarding the transfer of executive power, the extent to which executives are chosen through
competitive elections, the opportunity for non-elites to attain executive oﬃce, the de facto
independence of chief executive, the development of institutional structures for political
expression, and the extent to which non-elites are able to access institutional structures for
political expression. Our second indicator for the quality of political institutions is a more
direct, quantitative measure of the extension of suﬀrage, which is proxied by the fraction of
registered voters over total population.
Next, we select a set of institutions which can be interpreted as parts of a broad migration
policy package, and thus are more likely to make a country more attractive to migrants. A
1

Their data include the wage gap, the source country birthrate lagged 20 years, the share of labor in

agriculture, and the stock of previous emigrants.
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first indicator focuses on the kind of laws that regulated ascension to citizenship. As a
proxy for this indicator, we employ citizenship laws at birth at the beginning of each decade
for each country, distinguishing between legislations based on jus soli (i.e., by birth place)
and jus sanguinis (i.e., by descent). Therefore, this variable is defined by a dummy taking
the value of 1 if a country applies a jus soli legislation, and 0 if jus sanguinis. Details on
this variable, that we collect and codify, can be found in the Data Appendix, Part B. A
second indicator of migration institutions is a measure of land distribution policy, proxied
with data on land inequality. Since land inequality data are only available at the end of the
period under consideration, we therefore assume that policies that facilitated access to land
throughout the period must have resulted in more equal land distribution at the end of it.
A final indicator in this set is a measure of public education policy aimed at capturing to
what degree countries adopted liberal policies toward public schools. We proxy this indicator
taking primary and secondary school enrollment per capita.
We also include in our data set the index of migration policy attitudes constructed by
Timmer and Williamson (1998) for five immigration countries, three of which - Australia,
Canada and the United States - are in our set. A positive score indicates a pro-immigration,
and a negative score an anti-immigration attitude. We assign a zero score to our emigration
countries, which did not develop migration policies in those days. To be noticed is that information on citizenship laws is not included in the Timmer and Williamson (1998) migration
policy index.2 Therefore, the two indicators do not overlap and each retains independent
relevance.3
To come up with a single measure of institutions, we construct a general index of institutional quality based on the six variables described above. Our index has the advantage
of summarizing complex, multi-dimensional issues. Its Cronbach’s alpha is 0.60. We also
decompose our general index into several dimensions, in the eﬀort to extract from our indicators diﬀerent basic packages of institutional characteristics. By applying factor analysis to
2

Those three countries which are also in our data set all adopt a jus soli legislation in the entire relevant

period.
3
A more open citizenship policy could also be related to democracy, since one of the benefits of citizenship
comes from the ability to vote. However, in practice a democratic country could well adopt a jus sanguinis
policy, while there are also historical examples of jus soli autocracies.
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the data set, we discover that our variables can be explained by three factors, according to a
pattern that confirms our previous intuition.4 A first factor is common to the two indicators
we selected for political institutions, i.e., the variables democracy and suﬀrage. The Cronbach’s alpha of the resulting index is 0.76. A second factor is common to the three indicators
that are designed to describe migration institutions, i.e., citizenship laws, land distribution
policy, and public education policy.5 The Cronbach’s alpha of this index is 0.70. Finally,
factor analysis reveals that the index of attitudes toward migration is mainly correlated with
a third factor. Therefore, we gauge its potential impact separately.
A major advantage, in addition to ease of interpretation, of relying on indexes, rather
single variables, rests on the fact that data limitations for this historical period make the
direct use of the latter highly problematic. By construction, our indexes span a larger set
of observations than most individual sources, thus permitting comparisons of institutions
across a broader set of countries than would be possible using any single source.6
Finally, to complete our data set, we also collect information on additional variables
which have been employed in research on the impact of institutions. We include colonial
history, as captured by a dummy which takes the value of 1 if a country has been, or still is
in the period under consideration, a colony, and legal origin, as captured by a dummy that
takes the value of 1 if a country has a common law legal origin, and of 0 if civil law.
Table 3 reports summary statistics for the variables in our sample, including the indexes.
The pairwise correlations among our institutional variables and indexes are reported in Table 4. The table shows that democracy and suﬀrage are highly correlated (0.61), and so
are land and education policies (0.66), while in turn citizenship policy is highly correlated
with land policy (0.45) but not with the political indicators. Migration attitudes are uncorrelated with the other institutional variables and the political and migration institutions
4

We perform maximum-likelihood factor analysis and find that the retained factors are three. The results

are similar if we use instead principal factors.
5
Note that the correlation of public education policy with the first factor is almost as high as the correlation with the second. We choose to include this variable in the second index because this suits previous
economic intuition.
6
More specifically, in creating the indexes, if an observation is missing for an institutional variable, then
the index is created using the remaining information.
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indexes. The political and migration institutions indexes are both highly correlated with the
general index (0.61 and 0.89, respectively), while their correlation is positive but insignificant. The (unreported) pairwise correlations between gross migration and our institutional
variables can be summarized as follows: there is a significant and positive correlation of
migration with democracy (0.53), suﬀrage (0.60), citizenship laws (0.33), land distribution
policy (0.48), public education policy (0.60), while migration and attitudes toward migration are uncorrelated (0.11). Moreover, migration is positively correlated with the wage gap
(0.77).

6

Empirical strategy

6.1

Empirical specification

We apply the intuition coming from theory and we investigate the determinants of international migration using the following empirical specification:
Mit = a0 + Eit0 a1 + Iit0 a2 + εit

(8)

where Mit is the gross migration rate in country i in period t (with i = 1, ..., 1 and t = 1, ...4
- each country observation corresponding to each of the four decades included in the period
1870-1910). Eit is a vector including economic variables which have been traditionally used
to explain the evolution of migration flows in the age of mass migration: the wage gap, the
agricultural share, the share of young population, and lagged migration as a way to capture
network eﬀects. Iit is an index reflecting institutional determinants. εit is the error term.
We can now suggest a number of specific hypotheses regarding the potential role of the
above mentioned factors, starting with the economic variables. We expect a positive eﬀect
on a country’s rate of migration for the wage gap. The impact of the agricultural share is
potentially ambiguous, as previously discussed in Section 3, but a negative coeﬃcient would
signal a negative impact on migration of a low development level. Similarly, the share of
young in the population should exert a negative impact by increasing emigration. Moreover,
an interaction term between the latter two variables could capture the potential presence
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of non-linearities, due to diﬀerential fertility rates in rural and urban contexts. If lagged
migration captures important network eﬀects, its coeﬃcient should be positive.
Turning to institutions, since our indexes are designed to capture their quality, we expect a positive coeﬃcient for the general index of institutional quality, as well as for the two
sub-indexes capturing political and migration institutions, and for the indicator capturing
attitudes toward migration. More specifically, for each variable entering our indexes of institutional quality, we can justify its positive contribution to the overall impact as follows. The
level of democracy and the extension of suﬀrage should both represent factors of attraction
for potential migrants, assuming that these factors are actually taken into account. The
same can be argued for more generous land distribution and public education policies, for
more welcoming attitudes toward migration, and for more inclusive citizenship laws based
on the jus soli principle.
The use of our citizenship laws variable as a regressor for migration can be subject to
a couple of objections. First, British emigrants were actually in a special position when
moving to countries belonging to the British Empire, such as Canada and Australia, since
they were dual citizens of both Britain and Empire countries. We do not have information
on bilateral flows, but Hatton (1995) estimates that about 54% of British emigrants in the
1870-1913 period actually went to the United States, while only about 42% went to Canada,
Australia and New Zealand. Therefore this objection, even if taken literally, would aﬀect
only a minority of the migrants included in our sample. A second objection may come from
the fact that all receiving countries in our sample apply a jus soli legislation. However, this
is not invalidating our empirical strategy. Since migration decisions are taken on the basis
of all factors involved, in principle a country with a high wage gap could turn out to be
an attractive destination even in the absence if a jus soli legislation, or vice versa. Indeed,
the period witnessed internal migration within Continental Europe, in particular toward jus
sanguinis countries such as Belgium and Germany. Likewise, a jus soli country could be
associated with an unappealing earning diﬀerential and therefore be discarded as a possible
destination. The latter is the case, for example, of jus soli Portugal.
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6.2

Instrumentation strategy

When dealing with institutions and their impact on the economic environment, we need to
account for their potential endogeneity, due to the fact that these variables may themselves
change over time under the influence of the economic environment. To deal with this issue,
we use instrumental-variables (IV) regressions, as illustrated below.
It is easier to start our discussion of instrument selection from our indexes for political and
migration institutions, taken separately. The potential endogeneity of political institutions
with respect to the general level of development has been the subject of a long research line.7
Within the present context, political institutions may turn out to be endogenous with respect
to migration, since for instance a large pool of relatively poor migrants may push toward
political change. To address this issue, we run IV regressions where we instrument political
institutions with their initial value, i.e., the level of democracy and the extension of suﬀrage
in the first decade of the sample. The argument is that initial political institutions could
aﬀect current political institutions, but should have no direct eﬀect on current migration.
The potential endogeneity of migration institutions with respect to migration is explained
by the fact that, in principle, a country could respond to migration in selecting its land, education, and citizenship policy. For instance, a country could add jus soli elements under the
pressure of the existing immigrants, or could instead orient its legislation toward jus sanguinis in the presence of a large stock of emigrants. To address this issue, we run IV regressions
where we instrument migration institutions with three variables: the initial citizenship laws
and education policies (i.e., their value in the first decade), and with the dummy capturing
colonization.8 While the choice of the first two instruments again reflects the assumption
that initial policies can aﬀect current policies, but not current migration, the choice of the
colonial dummy comes from a tradition of investigation which has stressed the relevance of
colonial heritage for a country’s general development level. One possible objection to the
use of this instrument is that the possible presence of colonial migration, i.e., those bilateral
7

See, for example, Barro (1999) on the determinants of democracy and Acemoglu et al. (2005) on the

impact of democracy on income.
8
Information on land inequality at the beginning of the sample is not available, therefore we cannot apply
an analogous instrumentation strategy for the land policy component.
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migration flows occurring between any metropolitan country and its colonies, may invalidate our strategy by violating the exclusion restriction, because of a direct impact of the
instrument on the dependent variable. However, international migration in the period under
consideration was a more complex phenomenon that what colonial migration patterns could
explain. For example, British migrants were directed not just to the British colonies, while
a large part of the inflows into British colonies actually came from Continental Europe. As
an alternative to the dummy capturing colonization, we also experiment with the dummy
capturing legal origin. The two are related through the fact that legal systems are adopted
or transplanted through colonial heritage.
Finally, we also control for the endogeneity of the migration attitudes index by instrumenting it with its initial value (i.e., its value during the fist decade of the sample).
To sum up, for each separate set of potentially endogenous institutions we propose a
separate set of instruments, in order to disentangle its impact on migration. In addition, we
also develop an instrumentation strategy for our general institutional index, by employing a
combinations of the above selected instruments.

7

Results

Table 5 reports our OLS regression results on the determinants of migration in the 18701910 period, when only economic factors are taken into account. In column 1 the coeﬃcient
of the wage gap is positive and highly significant, confirming its crucial role as uncovered
in previous studies. The agricultural share, which captures the level of development, turns
out to display a significant negative impact, induced by large emigration out of the less
industrialized countries. The share of the young population, which proxies for the emigration
intensive cohort, also has a significantly negative coeﬃcient, as expected. The positive and
significant impact of the interaction term between the latter two regressors could be explained
by the presence of higher fertility rates in rural contexts.9
The relevant literature has stressed the potential endogeneity of the wage gap, because
9

We also checked directly for non-linear eﬀects of the agricultural share by adding its square to the

regression, but the coeﬃcient turned out to be insignificant.
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of its gradual reduction due to convergence, which is in turn accelerated by migration.
Therefore, for the same basic specification, we also run a regression where the wage gap
is replaced by its lagged value. As column 2 shows, the previous conclusions hold and are
actually reinforced, even though in the following specifications we prefer to retain the current
value of the wage gap to avoid a drastic reduction of our sample size. In column 3 we explore
the potential role of the lagged value of the dependent variable, in the eﬀort to assess the
importance of network eﬀects. As expected, lagged migration has a positive eﬀect, but it is
insignificant, and remains so in combination with a lagged wage gap specification (column
4).
In Table 6 we add our institutional variables to the standard economic regressors which
appear in the basic specification (column 1) of Table 5, and again run OLS regressions.
We start by adding our general index of institutional quality, which displays a significantly
positive coeﬃcient, while the role of the standard regressors is confirmed. We then decompose
institutions into separate components. Both the political and the migration institutions
indexes display positive and significant coeﬃcients (columns 2 and 3), revealing that both
components contribute to the success of the general index. Consistently with Timmer and
Williamson (1998), who stress that their migration attitudes index is not meant to capture
policy eﬀectiveness, the coeﬃcient of the index is positive but insignificant (column 4), and
remains so when this indicator is entered in combinations with the other two indexes, one
by one (columns 5 and 6). In column 7 and 8 we enter the political and the migration
institutions indexes together, with and without migration attitudes, and previous results are
confirmed.
Next, we control for the potential endogeneity of institutions in Table 7 by running
2SLS regressions. In Panel A we show the second stages, while in Panel B we show the
corresponding first stages. In column 1 we consider our general index, whose positive and
significant impact is confirmed when instrumented by the following two sets of instruments:
the first is the instrument we select for political institutions (including the initial values of
democracy and suﬀrage), the second is the instrument for migration institutions (including
initial citizenship laws and education policy, plus colonial history). The relevance of both
sets of instruments is witnessed not only by the significance of their coeﬃcients and the
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value of the R-squared in the first stage regression, but also by the significance of standard
tests of instrument relevance.10 In column 2 we show that the political institutions index also
confirms its positive impact, when appropriately instrumented. In column 3 we run the same
exercise for the migration institutions index, and its positive role is still present even though
somehow weaker.11 In column 4 we instrument migration attitudes with their initial value,
and their irrelevance is once again verified. Finally, in column 5 we consider political and
migration institutions jointly. The second stage in Panel A shows that the joint significance
of the two regressors is preserved even allowing for their potential endogeneity, while the
corresponding first stage regressions in Panel B (columns 5a and 5b) show that the set of
instruments we select for political institutions has no influence on migration institutions,
and vice versa.12 Therefore, this multiple instrumentation strategy allows to unbundle the
role of the two separate sets of institutions when jointly considered, i.e., it ensures that they
do not aﬀect the dependent variable through the same channels.13
In all above specifications, we also gauge the possibility to replace the colony dummy
with the common law dummy, but the results are not satisfactory.
Overall, we can therefore conclude that international migration in the 1870-1910 period
was driven by economic fundamentals but was also influenced by institutions, since a better
institutional quality proves to be a significant factor of attraction for migrants. Moreover,
we disentangle the eﬀect of political and migration institutions, and show that each exerts a
distinct, significant impact. Finally, the potential feedback between the presence of migrants
and institutions is not aﬀecting our conclusions, even accounting for multiple sources of
endogeneity.
10

The F-test of the joint significance of all instruments is 33.58, the F-test of excluded instruments is

33.69, and the Anderson canonical correlation LR statistic is 41.23.
11
The relevance of the instruments is assured by the significance of the coeﬃcients and the value of the
R-squared in the first stage regressions, and by the significance of the F-test of the joint significance of all
instruments (36.9 for column 2; 43.24 for column 3), the F-test of excluded instruments (24.8 for column
2; 49.77 for column 3) and the Anderson canonical correlation LR statistic (26.58 for column 2; 38.53 for
column 3).
12
13

Standard tests again confirm the relevance of the instruments.
Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) similarly unbundle the impact of contracting and property rights

institutions.
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8

Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the determinants of 19th century mass migration with particular attention to institutional factors that may have interacted with standard economic
fundamentals.
We first assess, in an international migration context, the relevance of the economic forces
previously highlighted by the literature focusing on the flows of emigration out of Europe.
Our findings confirm that economic forces had major determinants of this historical event.
The migrants that left Continental Europe for the New World were certainly motivated by
material needs and viewed their destination as the land of economic opportunity. However,
we have also found evidence that institutions mattered as well, with better institutions being associated with higher rates of migration even in that historical period. These results
concern not only the impact of those institutions more specifically targeted at attracting
migrants, such as citizenship, land and education policies, but also the impact of political institutions, with more democratic countries with broader suﬀrage proving to be more
desirable destinations, other things equal.
While our attention was confined to the 19th century, our conclusions do carry implications for the current policy debate on international migration and help to understand
the implications of today’s restrictive policies toward labor mobility and immigration, in a
context where the economic pressure to move from poor to rich countries is high and growing.
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DATA APPENDIX
A) Data definitions and sources
All data are decade averages of the corresponding annual figures, except when indicated.
The reference decades are the four decades in the 1870-1910 period.
Migration: Gross immigration rates. The source is Taylor and Williamson (1997).
Wage Gap: Log of the wage ratio, where the numerator is a country’s real wage and the
denominator is a world unweighted average of the other countries’ real wages. The source is
Williamson (1995).
Agricultural Share: Percent work force engaged in agriculture. The source is Banks (2001).
Share of Young Population: Ratio between the young (i.e., aged 15-29) population and
total population, from Census data. The source is Mitchell (2003). For each decade we take
the Census closer to the year ending in 0. Note the following exceptions: for the Netherlands
the age reported is 10-29 (except in 1900), for Spain it is 16-30.
Democracy: Polity variable from Polity IV (2002).
Suﬀrage: Registered voters over population. The source is Banks (2001).
Land Distribution Policy: Inverse of the Gini coeﬃcient of land holdings in the first
available year after 1910 (with the exception of Germany, for which the year is 1907). The
source is Frankema (2006).
Public Education Policy: Primary plus secondary school enrollment per capita. The
source is Banks (2001).
Citizenship Laws: Dummy for countries that have a jus soli legislation at the beginning
of each decade. The sources are Weil (2001), Joppke (1998), Brubaker (1992), and a variety
of library sources. More details on this variable are available below (Data Appendix, Part
B).
Migration Attitudes: Index of attitudes toward migration compiled by Timmer and
Williamson (1998). Missing countries are assigned a zero score. We thank J. G. Williamson
for providing these data.
Institutional Quality Index: Includes the variables democracy, suﬀrage, land distribution
policy, public education policy, citizenship laws, and attitudes toward migration.
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Political institutions index: Includes the variables democracy and suﬀrage.
Migration institutions index: Includes the variables land distribution policy, public
education policy, and citizenship laws.
British Colony: Dummy for countries that were at any time British colonies. The source
is the “Correlates of War 2 Project” (2004).
Common Law: Dummy for countries with a common law legal origin. The source is La
Porta et al. (1999).

B) The citizenship laws variable
Historical and legal background Each country of the world has developed a system of
legal rules that govern the attribution of citizenship, and therefore regulate the inclusion
of newcomers. Citizenship is associated with a precise set of rights and duties. It provides
benefits such as the right to vote, better employment opportunities, the ability to travel
without restrictions, and legal protection in case of criminal charges. There are also costs
to citizenship, such as the military draft, renunciation of the original citizenship, and the
pecuniary and non pecuniary costs that may be required for naturalization. Therefore,
citizenship policy can be viewed as part of broader migration policy package, even though,
contrary to other current migration policy measures such as quotas and visa requirements,
that respond to short term business fluctuations and/or the outcome of political elections,
citizenship laws reforms tend to be the outcome of long-term processes of adaptation often
involving constitutional amendments.
Our codification eﬀort focuses on the laws governing citizenship acquisition at birth,
which are therefore especially relevant for second-generation immigrants, even though they
are part of the migration decision of any parent who cares for his children and their future.
These laws originally come from the two broad traditions of common and civil law. The former applies the jus soli principle, according to which citizenship is attributed by birthplace.
This implies that the child of an immigrant is a citizen, as long as he is born in the country
of immigration. The latter applies the jus sanguinis principle, which attributes citizenship
by descent, so that a child inherits citizenship from his parents, independently of where he
is born.
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In 18th century Europe jus soli was the dominant criterion, following feudal traditions
which linked human beings to the lord who held the land where they were born. The
French Revolution broke with this heritage and with the 1804 civil code reintroduced the
ancient Roman custom of jus sanguinis, only to reintroduce elements of jus soli in 1889 for
military reasons related to the draft. During the 19th century the jus sanguinis principle was
adopted throughout Europe and then transplanted to its colonies. On the other hand, the
British preserved their jus soli tradition and spread it through their own colonies, starting
with the United States where it was later encoded in the Constitution. By the beginning
of the 20th century, the process of nation-state formation and the associated codification
eﬀort were completed in Continental Europe. At the same time, the revolutionary phase
was over in those countries that had been the subject of the earlier colonization era, and
19th century colonization had extended the process of transplantation of legal tradition to
the rest of the world. Therefore, by the end of the period of interest, most countries had
completed a slow process of adjustment of their legislation regarding citizenship acquisition,
in response to a variety of largely exogenous impulses. On the other hand, after World War
II, with the decolonization phase and the collapse of the socialist system, citizenship laws
have started a process of further adaptation, with a marked acceleration under the pressure
of international migration. The evolution of citizenship laws in the 1950-2000 period is
investigated by Bertocchi and Strozzi (2006).
Codification We classify the countries in our data set on the basis of the kind of citizenship
laws (i.e., jus soli vs. jus sanguinis) in place at the beginning of each decade under consideration. The data set that we obtain for the 1870-1910 period can be described as follows.
Within Europe, the jus sanguinis model tends to dominate, but with several exceptions.
Britain, as previously mentioned, always remains a jus soli country, and so does Portugal.
Scandinavian countries, as well as the Netherlands, are late-comers that embrace the jus
sanguinis legislation only towards the end of the 19th century. France, on the other hand,
leads the introduction of jus sanguinis but switches to jus soli in 1889. Outside Europe, jus
soli dominates not only in the former British colonies, but also in Latin America. Despite
their civil law tradition, these latter countries chose jus soli at independence as a way to
break with the colonial political order and to prevent the metropoles from making legitimate
22

claims on citizens born in the new countries.
To be noticed is that the citizenship laws, colony, and common law dummies - even
though potentially interrelated because British colonization is associated with the spread of
both the common law legal system and the jus soli citizenship laws - are positively but not
perfectly correlated, i.e., they do capture diﬀerent institutional characteristics (see Table 4).
The correlation between the jus soli and the common law dummies is not perfect because
some civil law countries were at times associated with jus soli. This is the case of the
Scandinavian countries, which adopted jus sanguinis only toward the end of the sample, of
France that abandoned jus sanguinis in 1889, and of Portugal which always applied jus soli.
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